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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we study how to leverage calendar information to
help with email re-finding using a zero-query prototype, Calendar-
Aware Proactive Email Recommender System (CAPERS). CAPERS
proactively selects and displays potentially useful emails to users
based on their upcoming calendar events with a particular focus on
meeting preparation. We approach this problem domain through a
survey, a task-based experiment, and a field experiment comparing
multiple email recommenders in a large technology company. We
first show that a large proportion of email access is related to meet-
ings and then study the effects of four email recommenders on user
perception and engagement taking into account four categories of
factors: the amount of email content, email recency, calendar-email
content match, and calendar-email people match. We demonstrate
that these factors all positively predict the usefulness of emails to
meeting preparation and that calendar-email content match is the
most important. We study the effects of different machine learning
models for predicting usefulness and find that an online-learned
linear model doubles user engagement compared with the baselines,
which suggests the benefit of continuous online learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Email has been an important web-based communication medium
for more than 25 years. While email was first designed for asyn-
chronous communication people have "overloaded" the use of email
with other functions such as task management and personal archiv-
ing [22, 35]. As online services and the web grow, email not only
continues to serve all of these purposes [25] but an ever-increasing
number, e.g. as a receipt file cabinet for e-commerce purchases, as a
standard part of identity/authentication flow, and as calendar man-
agement. With regard to the last, because meeting arrangement
and time negotiation often happen through email, nearly every
modern email service – both web email and client applications –
offer fully featured calendar management. Despite this integration,
the majority of feature development has focused on moving infor-
mation from email into a user’s calendar but little work has focused
on the implications of calendar information for improving other
functionality of an email service.

In this paper, we focus on one such problem and ask whether the
contextual information offered in calendar items can be used for
more than simply reminding people of upcoming appointments. In
particular, calendar items are a strong indicator of a person’s future
intent and identify a time for the appointment (informing a likely
horizon of need) as well as often including the people involved,
a subject, and a description. This forms a rich contextual basis
to explore proactively finding and recommending emails the user
will likely need for an upcoming calendar appointment. We study a
setting particularly focused onmeetings and associated information
finding for meeting preparation in an enterprise email setting.

Proactive email recommendation can both improve email search
efficiency and reduce the difficulty of query specification by en-
abling "search by meeting". The ideal experience is that the system
does not wait for users to issue the query, but forms and issues
the query for the user based on what we know about the user’s
current and future calendar appointments, (i.e., zero-query search
experience). We envision this could be activated by simply clicking
on an appointment or activated by default (predicting both calendar
item in focus and associated information). In this paper we study
the setting where a user chooses the focus calendar item.

To understand the interaction of key factors, we construct an
artifact named CAPERS: a Calendar-Aware Proactive Email Rec-
ommender System. CAPERS specifically focuses on meetings based
on the observation that in work environments, people heavily rely
on both emails and calendars to organize their daily activities and
necessary information – an intuition that we first investigate using
a survey. When the system has access to users’ calendars, it gains
a rich context including the time, duration and the content of a
person’s upcoming information needs. CAPERS targets at learning
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the usefulness of emails with respect to the tasks of preparing for
or having meetings. Usefulness is a stricter criteria beyond content
relevance (and also preference), because emails can be highly topi-
cally relevant to a meeting but have no utility for preparation for
the meeting itself (e.g., sent time and people involved need to con-
sidered as well). CAPERS bootstraps the predictive models through
pilot studies and further updates the models through online learn-
ing algorithms. In this paper, we aim to answer the following five
research questions:
• RQ1: How much email access is related to meetings?
• RQ2:What factors affect whether people prepare for a meeting?
• RQ3: What factors affect the usefulness of emails to a meeting
and how?
• RQ4: How do machine-learning-based recommendation models
and their online learning algorithms affect user experience in
this system-level cold-start scenario?
• RQ5: What is the role of email recency in email recommenda-
tion (given prior work has shown that recency is an specially
important factor for email search [10])?

To address the above research questions, we employed mixed
methods including a survey for RQ1-2 and a task-based and field
experiment using the CAPERS prototype for RQ3-5. In the follow-
ing, we first show through a survey that a large proportion of email
access is related to meetings. Then, we examine how group size
and the organizational relationship between meeting participants
impacts the likelihood of preparing for a meeting. Next, we focus on
learning recommendation models that leverage four categories of
factors, including: amount of email content (e.g. length, number of
attachments, etc.), email recency, calendar-email content match and
calendar-email people match. Our aim is to both understand the
modeling choices in this domain and understand the impact of each
of these factors on predicting email usefulness for meeting prepa-
ration. Finally, through both a short task-based explicit judgment
experiment and a longitudinal (one-month) field experiment with a
small set of users, we study how people perceive the usefulness of
the results returned by the different types of models and the impact
on engagement with the recommendation models.

2 RELATEDWORK
This paper is related to work in contextual information retrieval,
personal search, context-aware and personal recommendation, email
information extraction and classification, as well as email search
and recommendation. We briefly review each of these areas here.

Contextual information retrieval. Information retrieval systems
have been successfully utilizing user contextual information to
further improve search results. e.g., Bennett et al. [8] show how
location information can be incorporated into Web search ranking.
Their results demonstrate that a substantial fraction of Web search
queries can be significantly improved by incorporating location-
based features. As they later pointed out [7], there is a growing
focus on how knowledge of user interests, intentions, and context
can improve aspects of search and recommendation.

Personal search. Dumais et al. pioneered personal search in [12]
through the “Stuff I’ve Seen” (SIS) system in 2003. The system pro-
vides a unified index of information that a person has seen, such as
emails, web pages, documents, and appointments. The system then

uses the rich cues of time and people to assist future re-finding.
They demonstrated that SIS helps users find information more
easily. Bendersky et al. [6] studied attribute parameterization algo-
rithms to utilize user interaction data for further improving search
over personal, rather than public, content. They show that attribute
parameterization, which projects user queries and documents into
a multi-dimensional space of fine-grained and semantically coher-
ent attributes, enables effective usage of cross-user interactions
for improving personal search quality. Zamani et al. [36] proposed
context-aware ranking models to utilize situational context infor-
mation of users, i.e., the contextual features of the current search
request that are independent from query content or user history,
e.g., the search time and location. Their results demonstrated the
importance of situational context for personal search.

Context-aware and proactive recommender systems. Recommender
systems are another broad domain of applications that greatly ben-
efit from context-awareness. Since Adomavicius et al. [1] proposed
the concept of context-aware recommender systems, various algo-
rithms have been developed to address the problem of explicitly
modeling user contextual preferences, e.g. the N-dimensional Ten-
sor Factorization model by Karatzoglou et al. [19]. Later, Rendle et al.
[28] developed and applied the FactorizationMachine (FM) tomodel
contextual information and empirically showed that the FM model
outperforms the Tensor Factorization model in both prediction qual-
ity and runtime. We also used this state-of-the-art FM model for
one of the recommenders in our experiments. Context-awareness
is closely related to the concept of proactive recommendation in
recommender systems where the system pushes recommendations
to users when the current context seems appropriate [9, 16]. In
proactive recommender systems, the appropriateness of a recom-
mendation is sensitive to determining what the current context is
and whether the context is the right trigger. In CAPERS, the system
has fairly accurate information on the current user activity or the
upcoming future activities (from the user’s calendar) and hence
primarily avoids the problem of sensing context in the first place.

Personal recommender. There is less prior literature on personal
recommendation than personal search. The widely used collabo-
rative filtering model [29] relies on social collective intelligence,
e.g., the system might recommend items to a target user that a
similar set of users (neighbors) liked before. However, in a personal
recommender setting, e.g. CAPERS, users only have access to and
interact with their own items. PocketLens [24] is an early work in
this domain by Miller et al. where they design a system that can
make recommendations on top of a peer-to-peer architecture while
only storing personal information locally. However, the algorithms
essentially still rely on nearest neighbor computations.

Email re-finding: organization and search.The study of people’s di-
verse use of email traces back toMackay’s work [22].Whittaker [35]
later proposed the concept of "email overload". Sixteen years later,
Grevet et al. [17] showed with a qualitative analysis on Google’s
Gmail that email overload, both in terms of volume and function, is
still a problem today. People typically rely on email organization or
search when they need to access their previously received emails
(i.e., email re-finding). Whittaker et al. [34] showed that although
some users spend considerable preparatory effort creating complex
folder structures to help with re-finding, these preparatory behav-
iors are inefficient and do not improve retrieval success compared
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with email search and threading which promote more effective
finding. When users issue search queries in their email inbox, as
stated by Carmel et al. [10], they usually have a high expectation on
the recall of the results, i.e., whether the success rate is guaranteed
if the target is indeed in the search results. This makes the time-
based ordering of the search results particularly important. In their
recent work [11], they investigated a mixed approach of promoting
the most relevant results, to which they refer as “heroes”, on top
of time-ranked results. They used a bifurcated list and found that
Heroes-Dup in which the top relevant results are duplicated in the
time-based results is the most effective approach compared with
two other alternatives. This research inspired our work in which we
also deployed a condition that promotes "heroes" while maintain-
ing time-based ordering for the rest, although we made substantial
modification specifically tailored to our recommendation setting.

Email extraction and classification. Researchers have been devel-
oping techniques to automatically extract important information
from increasing amounts of machine-generated emails and classify
them into different categories for users to help with the “overloaded”
email usage. Wang et al. [33] designed an active learning model
that considers collaborative filtering, implicit feedback, and time
sensitive responsiveness features of broadcast emails for broadcast
email prioritization. Avigdor-Elgrabli et al. [4] proposed a structural
clustering method which leverages the HTML structure common to
messages generated by the same mass-sender script. Ailon et al. [3]
proposed to thread machine-generated emails by their causal struc-
ture, because a sequence of machine-generated emails are caused
by a few related user actions.

Email recommendation. There is not much prior literature specif-
ically on email recommendation to the best of our knowledge. Ning
et al. [26] proposed Context-Aware Resource Recommendation Sys-
tems for meeting users’ goals with a system component predicting
user goals. That is, the context in their work mainly focuses on
high-level professional goals. Dumais et al. [13] built a system called
Implicit Query (IQ) that searches and presents related information
(e.g. email messages, calendar appointments, contacts, web pages,
news etc.) for the current email message being drafted. Rhodes
[30] broadly defined and explored Just-In-Time Information Re-
trieval agents (JITIRs) back in 2000, but did not specifically study
how to find useful emails based on people’s upcoming calendar
appointments.

In contrast to previous work, we investigate how contextual
signals relying on people, time, and content impact proactive rec-
ommendation for email. While these factors have been investigated
in an email search setting, the impact in a recommendation setting
is generally under-explored. Furthermore, as both email recommen-
dation and personal recommendation are relatively understudied,
this expands work in those critical areas. Finally, through our explo-
ration, we not only seek to understand the key factors that impact
recommendation quality but also determine the impact of different
modeling choices in this system cold-start scenario.

3 SELF-REPORTED EMAIL-MEETING HABITS
In order to understand the relationship between email access and
meetings (RQ1 and RQ2) and to inform our study design and system
deployment, we conducted a survey. For this, we randomly selected

people from a large U.S.-based technology company (limiting the
recruitment within U.S. only) and asked them survey questions on
their meeting preparation and follow-up habits and how emails are
used for their meeting preparation or follow-up.

In total, we gathered 592 complete responses for the survey. To
ensure we have not gathered a narrow slice of behaviors specific to
certain roles or demographics, we also asked for demographic/role
information. Among our participants, 63.4% are male, 35.2% female
(others prefer not to answer). In terms of age, 29.8% are 25-34, 29%
35-44, 22.6% 45-54, 10.6% 18-24. The participants have diverse roles
in the organization, including: 21.7% program or project managers,
19.8% software developers, 8.9% sales, 6.6% IT support, 4.7% mar-
keting and various others.

We found from the survey that 14.9% of participants have more
than 5 meetings in a work day, 19.5% have 4-5 meetings, 41.5% have
2-3 meetings, 15.0% have one meeting, and 9% have less than one.

3.1 Email Access Related to Meetings
The following are two key survey questions that we ask regarding
RQ1: how much email access is related to meetings?

• Frequency of Email Access for Meetings: How often do you
prepare for meetings by reading, replying or forwarding rel-
evant emails? (with single-selection options: "always", "fre-
quently", "regularly", "occasionally" or "never")
• The Last Email Access: What was your last email access
about? (options given for meeting related and non-meeting
related behaviors)

We found that 68.4% of the participants prepare for meetings by
accessing emails regularly or more often than regularly. Specifically,
11.5% reported "always", 20.2% "frequently", 36.7% "regularly", 30.0%
"occasionally" and 1.6% reported "never". In terms of last email
access as a proxy for overall email behavior (a multi-selection ques-
tion: "What was your last email access about?"), responses indicated
that a large proportion (32.0%) of email access was meeting-related.
This both indicates that meeting-related email access is frequent
while being consistent with the intuition that the majority of the
email access is checking new unread emails (79.0%) or writing new
emails (56.5%). In summary, we find that meetings occur frequently
for many role types in an enterprise setting and that both meeting
preparation and access of emails related to meeting preparation are
frequent behaviors. While the survey is limited to one single enter-
prise, the diversity of roles and demographics make it likely that
the results generalize to many enterprise settings (at least where
information work is prevalent).

3.2 Meeting Types which Affect Preparation
To answer RQ2, we asked participants a multi-selection question
in the survey: "What factors might affect whether or how far in
advance you prepare for a meeting?" Almost all participants (96.8%)
agreed that the role (whether organizer or presenter) is an im-
portant factor. Other factors include the amount of prior infor-
mation/knowledge needed (80.3%), the organizational relationship
with meeting attendees, e.g. direct report or manager (79.4%) and
the number of attendees, e.g. 1:1 or group meeting (44.8%).

To ground their responses in a concrete scenario, we additionally
asked participants to recall their most recent previous meeting in
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which they are not the organizer or presenter and which lasted
at least half an hour. For those that recall such a meeting, we ask
details such as whether they prepared for the meeting and what
type of meeting it was, e.g., how many people were involved and
who to meet with (a manager, direct report or colleague).

We found that 93.7% of participants can recall such a meeting.
Among them, almost half (48.7%) responded that they prepared
for the meeting, which shows that meeting preparation is not lim-
ited to organizers or presenters. These meetings varied from small
group meetings with 3-6 attendees (48.2%), large group meetings
with more than 6 attendees (35.7%), 1:1 with a colleague other than
the supervisor, manager or direct reports (7.1%), 1:1 with the su-
pervisor or manager (5.4%) and 1:1 with a direct report (1.4%). We
found that people are significantly more likely to prepare for small
group meetings (log odd-ratio change: 0.520, p=0.006 from a logis-
tic regression model predicting whether the participants prepare
with the meeting types as input) or 1:1 meetings (log odd-ratio
change: 0.771, p=0.004 from the same model) compared with large
group meetings. We did not find significant differences for meetings
involving manager or direct reports.

Taken together, these results imply a person’s role with respect
to the meeting impacts when and whether a person prepares for a
meeting, but moreover, meeting preparation is not limited to simply
meetings for which a person is a presenter or organizer. In our
system design, we take the results in this section into account in two
ways. Our people matching features in Section 5.2 can differentially
weight emails from the organizer versus attendees of a meeting.
Also, the system design described in Section 4 defaults to the next
upcoming meeting to enable proactive recommendation by default
but also allows the user to select the meeting to allow user-initiated
contextual recommendation. Given that the survey results in this
section indicate predicting whether or not a person will prepare
for a meeting may in itself be difficult, this enables separating the
challenges and focusing on recommending relevant emails given a
meeting context.

4 CAPERS PROTOTYPE
To conduct experiments driven by actual user behavior (answering
RQ3-5), we developed CAPERS as an add-on to Microsoft Outlook.
Outlook provides public APIs so that the general public can de-
velop additional features on top of the standard Outlook without
any access to client code. In addition, we can ask users to install
the add-on without publicly releasing it into the Outlook add-on
store by sending an offline installation file to organizational users
with the organization’s permission and the user’s permission. After
installing the add-on, users can click to activate the email recom-
mendation pane (which is illustrated in a mock-up in Figure 1).

The interface design was informed based on the survey and
a pilot study, which refers to the first 20 trials of the task-based
experiment (see Section 6.1). The recommendation pane has two
panels where the bottom panel lists the upcoming meetings of the
user ordered by time and the top panel presents a list of email
recommendations for the meeting selected in the lower panel. In
desktop or laptop screens with standard sizes, around 2-3 emails
and meetings can be displayed and users can scroll down in either
panel to see more emails or meetings.

Figure 1: The CAPERS interface mock-up.

By default, the current or the first upcoming meeting is selected
and users can switch focus to a different meeting by clicking the
meeting subject (clicking a separate link "detail" opens a pop-up
with the details of the meeting, e.g. content). Both the meeting and
email lists are refreshed with a fixed time interval (five minutes in
our system). Users will not perceive the refresh unless the list of
meetings changes or the list of recommendations changes. Users can
also manually refresh the meeting list or email recommendations
by clicking the "Refresh" link.

Users can click the subject of the emails to open a pop-up with
the full email. A shortened version of the email content is displayed
along with the email subject and users can preview the full content
of the email by hovering on the shortened preview. Because of this
design, we log both clicking and hovering actions of the users. For
hovering, we only trigger the logging when the hover lasts for more
than a second.

5 CAPERS RECOMMENDATION
5.1 The Recommendation Flow
Algorithm 1 illustrates the recommendation flow in CAPERS when
a meeting is selected by the user or by default. The input of the
algorithm asks for an additional two weeks of meetings in the
current user’s calendar and it assumes a back-end email search
service which has been provided by the email client. Note that
for reproducibility, our entire implementation uses only public
functionality of the email client and search APIs. Likewise we have
selected a small but rich feature set that can be completely described
here as well as being common in recommendation algorithms. Thus,
our entire study can be replicated by any researcher or organization.

5.2 The Four Categories of Factors
RegardingRQ3, there aremany factors that can potentially affect an
email’s usefulness to preparing for a meeting. First, it is intuitive to
hypothesize that the amount of email content is an important factor.
Second, prior work has emphasized the importance of recency in
both email search [10] and personal search [12], e.g., Dumais et
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Algorithm 1: The CAPERS recommendation algorithm.
Data: m: the target meeting with the information of subject,

body and people involved.M : the upcoming two weeks
of meetings with the same information from the current
user.

1 Trigger Generation: Extract key words from the meetingm’s
subject and body text (taking the top three key words ranked
according to TF-IDF [31] with respect to the content ofM .).

2 Candidate Generation: Assuming an email search service
provided by the email client, construct a query with the
disjunction of the extracted key words and the people
involved in the meetingm (including attendees and the
organizer) and query the search service. Denote this set of
retrieved emails as the Candidate Set S .

3 Candidate Ranking: Rank the emails in S according to different
ranking algorithms as illustrated for the different conditions
of recommenders in Section 5.3. Denote this ranked set of
emails as R.
Result: R

al. found that in the personal search system SIS, users accessed
recent items more frequently and issued more queries in which
they sorted the results by date. They also found that queries in the
system involving a name accounted for 25% of the queries. Harvey
et al. in [18] showed that people are very important to email search.
Similarly, we hypothesize that both recency and the match of who
are involved in the email and meeting may play a significant role.
As demonstrated in the survey, the role of the involved person
might be important as well, e.g., whether the email is sent by the
organizer or attendee. Last but not least, content match is probably
important for emails to be relevant and useful similar to the match
between query and search results in a search system.

We summarize the four categories of factors in Table 1 – includ-
ing how we operationalize each of them in CAPERS. These features
are non-exhaustive examples of some of the ways these four factors
could be captured, and it is interesting future work to explore many
other ways of capturing these factors.

From a machine learning point of view, it is possible to learn
low-dimensional vector representations for words or sentences over
the target domain of emails or meetings and then train a model
to take in those embedding features as input to predict usefulness,
e.g. similar to the word2vec model [23]. This approach on email
data however is subject to private information leaking [6]. It is
also possible to directly learn how likely an email will be useful in
general, e.g., Elsweiler et al. [14] showed that the same emails tend
to be re-found again over time. However, our factor design targets
at gaining an initial understanding of how different categories
of factors potentially affect usefulness. These features are global
across users without revealing personal or sensitive information in
emails. This enables us to satisfy the privacy policy constraint of
the organization while not introducing sophisticated modeling or
featuring approaches.

Algorithm 2: The online learning algorithm for learning the
linear blending weights of the four categories of factors pre-
dicting whether an email is "Useful" (labeled as 1.0), "Maybe
Useful"(labeled as 0.5) or "Not Useful" (labeled as 0.0).
Data: A sequence of (xt ,yt ) for t = 1, ...,T where x

represents the features in Table 1 and y represents the
user’s usefulness feedback.

Parameters: β = 1; d is the dimension of xt .
Initialization: A = βId , b = 1d , i.e., equal weights for all
input features.

1 for t = 1, 2, ...,T do
2 θt = A−1b
3 Let the user’s feedback on the usefulness be yt
4 A← A + xTt xt
5 b ← b + xtyt
6 end
Result: θT and the linear model is represented as

f (x ,θ ) = θT x

5.3 The Six Recommenders
In order to answer our last two research questions (RQ4 and RQ5),
we examined six recommenders. The first two (Time and Search)
provide non-learning baselines (i.e., not based on machine learn-
ing models), the next two (Static Linear and Static Hero) provide
a learned baseline that does not update with further interaction
and the same but with a recency-based re-ranking inspired by the
literature. The final two (Online Linear and Online FM) provide
information on the impact of online learning in this limited data
scenario as well as second-order interaction modeling. In all cases,
both sent and received emails are considered as candidates since a
person may both find utility in the emails they have sent or received.
We now describe these in more depth.

For the Time condition, the email recommendations consist
simply of the most recent emails ordered from most recent to least
recent. This provides a simple baseline only based on recency. It is
a weak baseline but mimics the default presentation of emails in a
typical email client without search.

In the Search condition, we aim to simulate a simple search a
person might perform to find items for a meeting but without the
benefit of learning which factors most contribute to relevance. To
construct the query, three key words are picked according to the TF-
IDF criterion [31] from the TF of the meeting’s subject and IDF from
among all the meeting subjects of the user’s upcoming two weeks
of meetings. It then proactively issues the query (concatenating
the three key words with spaces) to the back-end email search
service. This is trying to mimic the results of user search but may
differ from actual user search, e.g., users do not have the exact
information in their mind for upcoming meetings but they can
search more effectively than using three key words. We consider
this as an experimental condition, instead of a baseline, because it
is proactive. Note that no people information is used for the search
in this condition.

The remaining conditions are learning the effects of the four
categories of factors (Table 1) in predicting the usefulness of emails
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Table 1: The extracted features operationalizing four categories of factors in predicting an email’s usefulness to a meeting.

Factor Category Feature Name Definition

Amount of Content EmailLength
#words in both the subject and body;
converted to quantile in the candidate set

HavingAttachment whether the email has attachments

Email Recency RecencyScore
the time difference between the sent time of the email and
the current time; converted to quantile in the candidate set

Content Match ContentMatchScore
the cosine similarity between the word count vectors of the email
and meeting’s content including both the subject and body

SubjectMatchScore
the cosine similarity between the word count vectors of the email’s
content (both the subject and body) and the meeting’s subject

People Match
PeopleMatchScore

the Jaccard index of the two sets of people
involved in the email and the meeting

FromAttendee whether the email was sent by one of the attendees in the meeting
FromOrganizer whether the email was sent by the organizer of the meeting

tomeetings. They differ in how an initially retrieved email candidate
set S is ranked, i.e. the Step 3, in Algorithm 1

We are faced with a system-level cold-start problem for which
no historical explicit or implicit usefulness labels are available. We
approach this problem through a pilot study (which refers to the first
20 trials of the task-based experiment in Section 6.1) to collect initial
usefulness labels for email-meeting pairs from potential users.

With the initial labels, we first train a model linearly blending the
factors in Table 1 through Algorithm 2 by scanning the labeled data
points once to predict the usefulness value of an email to a meeting
(see Section 6.1 for the scale of the usefulness labels). This algorithm
is adapted from LinearUCB [21] to learn a linear regression model.
The learned blending weights do not change any more after this
initial training (see Table 2, the second column for the weights).
This condition is referred to as Static Linear.

Faced with the system cold-start, we also study the effects of
online learning to improve the user experience (i.e. user perception
and engagement). Therefore, we design anOnline Linear condition
that continues learning by running Algorithm 2 whenever users
add more labels into the system (see Table 2, the third column for
the final learned weights).

Note that the full LinearUCB has an exploration parameter to
tune the Explore & Exploit process. Here we use zero exploration
in Algorithm 2 to focus solely on the value of updating the model.
We leave studying the impact of exploration as future work.

The Static Hero condition (for RQ5) is inspired by the recent
work of Carmel et al. [11] in email research. Time is a critical factor
in email ranking because people have a strong preference for time-
based ordering of their emails even in the context of a given search
query [10]. In the study, they demonstrate the benefits of a condition
where the top two relevant search results with respect to the search
query are promoted to the top, following with the complete set of
relevant results ordered based on time. Similarly, we want to answer
whether recency (i.e., ordering by time) plays a similar critical role
in email recommendation. Therefore, this condition post-processes
the ranking of the Static Linear condition by picking the top two
emails according to predicted utility first and sorting the rest by
their sent time with more recent at the top.

Lastly, we study a generalized version of the classical SVD model
([20]), Factorization Machine (FM) [28], taking the same factors

in Table 1 as features but additionally modeling the second-order
interactions between all pairs of the input features compared with
linear models as shown in Equation 1.W = (w ;U ) are the model
parameters.w is a parameter vector with the length the same as the
number of features, d .U is a d ×k matrix where k is the dimension-
ality of the latent factors representing each feature i (i = 0, ...,d).
By convention, we use x0 = 1 so that w0 represents the learned
intercept or global bias of the model. Let y be the users’ usefulness
feedback, the model minimizes a L2 norm (least-squared) loss func-
tion through the widely used Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
algorithm.

Since we focus on studying the effects of online learning on user
experience, the FM model is trained by running the SGD algorithm
once for each label obtained in real-time, for which we name as
Online FM (parameters: k = 10, learning rate η = 0.01). We con-
duct post-experiment analysis to understand the performance gap
between the current online learned model and the optimal one
trained until convergence. Future work is necessary to study other
online optimization algorithms with better optimality guarantees
[32].

f (W ,x) = f (w,U ,xi ) =
d∑
i=0

wi +
∑

i<j,1<=i, j<=d
UT
i ·Uj (1)

6 EXPERIMENT DESIGN
6.1 The Task-Based Experiment
We sent out email invitations asking potential participants (ran-
domly selected from the same company) to install the email rec-
ommendation add-on. Right after the user installs the add-on, an
icon button (with the text "Recommend Emails") will show up at a
prominent position of the Outlook. If the user clicks it, the email
recommendation pane as shown in Figure 1 gets displayed at the
right of Outlook occupying around 1/3 of the screen width (this
add-on is designed for desktop, laptop or web versions of Outlook,
not mobile devices). In the first-run of the add-on, it asks for con-
sent from the user on the service agreement and the logging and
privacy policies. If the user agrees, it starts the following task-based
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within-subject experiment1, which includes explicit judgment of
email usefulness to meetings and subjective evaluation of the six
email recommenders.
• Step 1: We need your input to help the system learn to rec-
ommend useful emails for your meetings. Please select a
meeting that you are most likely to prepare for. (The user’s
upcoming meetings are displayed after this prompt.)
• Step 2: For each of the displayed emails, please label them
as "Not Useful", "Maybe Useful" or "Useful" for you to pre-
pare for the selected meeting. (The list of displayed emails
are generated by Algorithm 1 and the Static Linear ranker.
Note that during the pilot study, i.e., the first 20 trials, since
no labels were collected yet, the weights for the input fea-
tures in the Static Linear ranker are in an initialized state,
i.e., the input features have equal weights as shown in the
initialization part of the Algorithm 2).
• Step 3: Based on your input, we have built six email recom-
menders. Please tell us your preferences on them. To give
feedback, first select anothermeeting that you aremost likely
to prepare for. (The user’s upcoming meeting list is displayed
after this prompt excluding the previously selected meeting.)
• Step 4(to 10): Here are the emails that Recommender k (k=1
to 6) thinks useful for you to prepare for the selected meeting.
Please answer three questions about the recommended email
list. (See below for the three questions.)

In Step 4-10, the order of the recommenders being presented
is randomly shuffled. For each recommender, we measure three
subjective metrics by using the following three likert-scale ques-
tions (with answers from "strongly disagree", "disagree", "neutral"
to "agree" and "strongly agree").
• Perceived Precision: The recommendations contain some use-
ful emails for me to prepare for the selected meeting.
• Perceived Recall: The recommendations contain all needed
emails for me to prepare for the selected meeting.
• Intention to Use: I would like to use this recommender in my
daily work.

At any step, users have the option to skip all the remaining steps
and directly go into the following field experiment.

6.2 The Field Experiment
After users finish the task-based experiment (or skip it), each user
is randomly assigned into one of the five recommenders persis-
tently (to avoid dropout we exclude the Time condition because
it performed poorly based on the feedback of the pilot study). We
measured the following measurements in a given time period (one
month) for each user since they joined the field experiment.
• numRequests: The number of email recommendation requests
sent out by the user using the email recommender add-on
during the measured time period. Each user has one observa-
tion for this metric and higher values suggest higher utilities
(i.e., users find it useful to keep requesting email recommen-
dations for more meetings; Note that asking for more email
recommendations for the same meeting does not count as a

1In the add-on, we provide a link for users to revoke consent and delete all their data
whenever they want to by first clicking the link and then confirming the deletion.

Table 2: The weights for the four categories of factors. The
second column is used by the Static Linear condition. The
third column is the final weight of the Online Linear condi-
tion. The fourth column is the coefficient and standard er-
ror from an analytical mixed-effect cumulative link model
(treating user ID as a random intercept and usefulness re-
sponse as ordinal value). Significance codes: * p<0.05, **
p<0.01, *** p<0.001.

Feature Name Weight Final Weight Coefficient (Std.)
Intercept -0.486 -0.166 N.A.

SubjectMatchScore 0.212 0.650 4.75 (0.601) ***
RecencyScore 0.684 0.164 0.892 (0.244) ***
EmailLength 0.152 0.102 0.737 (0.239) **

HavingAttachment 0.100 0.105 0.428 (0.252)
FromOrganizer 0.206 0.084 0.357 (0.164) *
FromAttendee 0.023 0.014 0.233 (0.216)

PeopleMatchScore 0.486 0.289 0.185 (0.237)

recommendation request because all recommendations are
preloaded for the same meeting).
• actionRate: The percentage of email recommendation re-
quests that attract any clicks or hovers among all the email
recommendation requests sent out by the user during the
measured time period. Each user has one observation for
this metric and higher values suggest higher precision.

7 EXPERIMENT RESULTS
7.1 The Pilot Study and Bootstrapped Models
In the pilot study (running the task-based experiment initially with
20 participants), we gathered 366 labeled data points in total. Table 2
lists the weights that are learned by Algorithm 2, which are used by
the Static Linear condition directly and also used as an initial state
for the Online Linear condition before online updating. The table
also shows that the final weights of the Online Linear condition,
which updates using all collected labeled data points so far, are
slightly different from the Static Linear condition. The Static Lin-
ear condition emphasizes most the RecencyScore while the Online
Linear condition changes to emphasize SubjectMatchScore the most,
which is consistent with the coefficients of a more sophisticated
ordinal regression model (built for offline analysis) as shown in the
fourth column.

7.2 The Data and Analysis
As of September 28 2017, we have had 141 installs of the add-on in
total. This gives us 1,518 labeled data points from 84 participants.
There are 381 field recommendation requests from 75 users, which
gives roughly 15 participants for each of the five recommenders.
We received 641 responses from 44 participants for the six recom-
menders regarding the three subjective metrics, which gives us
roughly 36 responses to each question and condition. Note that
participants could opt out from the task-based experiment or even
stop using the add-on after installation, which explains the smaller
number of participants who had labels and field activities compared
with the number of installs. When the response data are ordinal,
we use the cumulative link mixed-effect regression model [2] to
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conduct the analysis. For numRequests, we used negative binomial
regression while for actionRate, we used linear regression analysis.

7.3 Factors that Affect Usefulness
Based on the pilot study, we develop the following two hypotheses
regarding how the four categories of factors might affect the email
usefulness (RQ3).

H1: Matching by the meeting subject is better than matching both
the meeting subject and the body text. This results from the obser-
vation that the meeting body text contains a much broader set of
information and hence adds noise to the content matching process.
Instead, the meeting subject is a naturally filtered set of key words
by users regarding the main content of the meeting.

H2: There are interactions between the amount of email content
or email recency and people or content match. Intuitively, when the
match between the emails and the meeting is low, it does not matter
how much information is contained in the email or how recent the
email is.

Table 3: The coefficients and standard errors of the four cate-
gories of factors from a similar ordinal regression model as
in Table 2. Significance codes: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.

Feature Name Coefficient (Std.)
EmailLength 1.72 (0.326) ***
RecencyScore 1.10 (0.333) ***
SubjectMatchScore 3.53 (0.638) ***
PeopleMatchScore 1.58 (0.421) ***
RecencyScore:LowContentMatch -0.319 (0.382)
RecencyScore:LowPeopleMatch -0.167 (0.384)
EmailLength:LowContentMatch -1.21 (0.379) **
EmailLength:LowPeopleMatch -1.01 (0.388) **

We tested these two hypotheses by analyzing all the usefulness-
labeled data points we collected. Table 2 (the fourth column) and 3
list the results. Our hypotheses are supported by the data. Specifi-
cally, the match score between an email with the meeting content
(including both subject and body text) is not statistically significant
when controlling for the match score between the email with the
meeting subject only, which itself is statistically significant. Our
second hypothesis is partially supported as well but the results are
more nuanced. We find significant interaction effects between the
email length and content/people match, while email recency is a
strong positive factor no matter when the content or people match
score is high or low.

Besides these two hypotheses, Table 2 (the fourth column) and
Table 3 show that both ContentMatch (specifically SubjectMatch-
Score) and PeopleMatch have strong positive effects. Among all the
factors we examined, SubjectMatchScore, i.e., how well an email’s
content matches the subject of a meeting, is the most important
one.

7.4 Linear, FM and Hero Models
To compare the six recommenders (RQ4-5), we first analyze the
participants’ responses to the three subjective metrics that we de-
ployed in the task-based experiment excluding responses collected

in the pilot study (because at that time, the models are not boot-
strapped yet). The first three columns of Table 4 show the results of
the analysis. As we see, the Search, Static Linear, Static Hero, Online
Linear, and Online FM conditions are significantly better than the
baseline Time condition in terms of perceived precision, recall and
intention to use although they are not significantly different from
each other. The Time condition performed poorly with 12% positive
and 62% negative (others neutral) responses for the intention-to-use
metric (note that this is not in conflict with the strong positive ef-
fects of Recency in Table 3 because all four categories of factors are
taken into account there). Overall, we found that recommending
some useful emails (precision; the best condition has 56% positive,
25% negative, others neutral) or having users develop intention to
use the recommender in their daily work (intention to use; the best
condition has 46% positive, 20% negative, others neutral) are easier
problems than retrieving all the necessary emails (recall; the best
condition has 31% positive, 49% negative, others neutral).

The last two columns of Table 4 show the results of the metrics
numRequests and actionRate. We see that the Online Linear con-
dition is significantly higher in terms of numRequests than all the
other four conditions (which are not significantly different from
each other), which suggests that it provides the most utility for its
users compared with other recommenders. In terms of actionRate,
the data shows a strong trend that the Search condition is lower
than the other four conditions (because of the high standard errors,
the comparison does not achieve statistical significance). The On-
line FM condition shows a trend of having a lower value than the
other three conditions (the Static Linear, Online Linear and Static
Hero).

To further understand the differences of the recommenders, we
compute nDCG@k (Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain for
top k=5,10,15; higher values indicate better recommendation accu-
racy) for the four learning-based rankers (the Search condition can
not be computed because it relies on the external search service
from the email client) based on the users’ ratings in the task-based
experiment Step 2 (relevance values are "Useful"=1.0, "Maybe Use-
ful"=0.5 and "Not Useful"=0.0 for computing nDCG). For the Online
Linear and Online FM rankers, their models are updated with all
labeled data points of all users before the first rating time of the list
on which to predict. This is a proxy metric measuring the accuracies
of the recommenders being used by users in the field experiment.

In order to know how online updating the FM model with pre-
vious labels only once (the case in the experiments) affects the
model performance compared with training until the FM model
converges with the same set of parameters (k = 10,η = 0.01; the
convergence criteria is that the loss on the evaluated labels is not
decreasing), which we name as Batch FM, we also compute the
nDCG for Batch FM. Note that this is an expensive approach be-
cause it fully re-trains the FMmodel for each labeled email list to be
evaluated on. We also evaluated the Batch FM varying parameters
k = 10, 50, 100, 150, 200 to understand how sensitive the models are
to specific parameter choices.

From Table 5, we see a consistent trend with the comparison of
the metric actionRate, i.e. the Online FM model has lower accuracy
than the linear models, which themselves are not substantially
different from each other. However, the full-trained Batch FMmodel
achieves similar accuracy in terms of nDCG as the linear models,
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Table 4: The comparison of the six recommenders. The first three columns are the effect sizes (and std.; in the log-odd-ratio
scale) of all other conditions relative to the Time condition from three cumulative link models. The other two columns have
the means and standard errors of numRequests (from a negative binomial regression model and varying baselines for com-
parison) and actionRate (from a linear regression model). Note that Time condition was not deployed in the field experiment.
Significance code: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p< 0.001.

Recommender Perceived Precision Perceived Recall Intention to Use Mean (std.), median of numRequests Mean (std.) of actionRate
Search 1.66 (0.492) *** 1.18 (0.521) * 1.81 (0.516) *** 3.80 (1.39), 2.0 0.104 (0.176)

Static Linear 1.88 (0.492) *** 1.68 (0.499) *** 1.60 (0.494) ** 5.05 (0.880), 3.0 <Online Linear** 0.518 (0.078)
Static Hero 1.93 (0.485) *** 1.32 (0.501) ** 1.59 (0.509) ** 4.87 (1.35), 4.5 <Online Linear* 0.417 (0.124)

Online Linear 2.03 (0.499) *** 1.63 (0.518) ** 1.86 (0.514) *** 11.1 (2.78), 7.0 >Search* 0.485 (0.124)
Online FM 1.67 (0.466) *** 1.51 (0.502) ** 2.25 (0.511) *** 3.14 (0.716), 3.0 <Online Linear*** 0.343 (0.094)

Table 5: The nDCG@k(k=5,10,15) for the Static Linear, Static
Hero, Online Linear, Online FM and Batch FM rankers.

Recommender nDCG@5 nDCG@10 nDCG@15
Static Linear 0.837 0.807 0.804
Static Hero 0.832 0.810 0.785

Online Linear 0.835 0.805 0.802
Online FM 0.793 0.768 0.753

Batch FM, k=10 0.819 0.795 0.794
Batch FM, k=50 0.829 0.800 0.798
Batch FM, k=100 0.833 0.800 0.797
Batch FM, k=150 0.826 0.800 0.796
Batch FM, k=200 0.828 0.798 0.795

which suggests that a better trained FMmodel could achieve similar
(although probably not better) actionRate or numRequests as the
linear models. The best parameter k is 100 but the accuracy is not
substantially different from k = 10.

8 DISCUSSION
As shown in the survey results, a large proportion of email access
is related to meetings, which renders CAPERS a worthy effort not
only in terms of scientific understanding but also of practical value
in improving email information access. We also find that a large
proportion of email access is related to user tasks in their daily jobs,
which suggests that it would be useful to be able to predict user tasks
and proactively recommend emails accordingly in future work. We
also find that participants are more likely to prepare for small-group
or 1:1 meetings than large-group meetings. An interesting thread
of future work is to build similar predictive models to rank the
meeting list by how likely the user is to want to prepare or follow
up for the meeting, e.g., utilizing the recently proposed method by
Bahrainian et al. [5].

We find that all four categories of factors have significant positive
effects on email usefulness for preparing a meeting, i.e. emails that
are more recently received, more informative, with better content
and people match are more likely to be useful. We also found an
interaction between the email length and the content and people
match between the email and meeting. Specifically, the email length
is more important when the people or content match is high than
when the match is low.

We show that an online learned linear model through an on-
line learning algorithm (adapted from LinearUCB [21]) provides

the most utility (reflected by the 2x positive engagement metric
numRequests) for users compared with a linear model without on-
line updating. We did not find significant differences in terms of
either perceived precision, perceived recall or post-experiment ac-
curacy metric nDCG between the two conditions. We think the
increased engagement could be an effect of the dynamic nature
of the recommender which is hard to capture by evaluating on
static recommendations. It is interesting future work to test this
hypothesis through a field survey asking how users perceive the
recommendation change. This work suggests that designing better
online learning algorithms for more complex state-of-the-art mod-
els e.g. Factorization Machine [27] (and Gradient-Boosted Decision
Trees [15]) is a promising research direction.

We limit ourselves to online updating the models with historical
labels only once because of our research focus. Post-experiment
analysis showed that this choice negatively affects the performance
of the FM model. However, even if we fully train the FM model
until convergence, the accuracy is not better than linear models
(given the same set of features). It is likely because the small scale
of training data in this system cold-start setting is not enough to
gain benefits from the FM model.

We did not find a significant difference between the Static Hero
condition and the Static Linear condition. We see a slight decrease
in terms of nDCG effectiveness in the Static Hero condition – which
manipulates the Static Linear condition by sorting all but the top
two recommendations by recency – but no improvement in en-
gagement. This suggests email recency may be captured well in a
recommendation setting as a normal factor rather than treating it
specially in presentation. However, we recognize that in the original
design of "heroes" by Carmel et al. [11], the promoted top relevant
results are separately displayed from the time-based "all" results,
which could be an important design factor. Future work is neces-
sary to address this difference and look at other measurements like
users’ perceived readability because of breaking the temporal order.

9 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Our findings are based on an initial set of 141 users from a large
technology company. Future research is necessary to study the
system across different work environments and on a larger set of
users. For the sake of user experience in the first-run of the add-on,
we did not ask participants to rate the usefulness of each email
recommendations generated by different algorithms (which could
be a better design in future work).
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10 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a Calendar-Aware Proactive Email Recom-
mender System to address the email information overload problem.
The system recommends potentially useful emails to users based on
their upcoming calendar schedule with a special focus on meetings.
We study the key factors by constructing and deploying a prototype
named CAPERS and through the methods of a survey, a task-based
experiment and a field experiment. We ask people survey questions
on how they utilize emails to prepare meetings and find that a large
proportion of email access (32.0%) is related to meetings. We ask
users to rate email usefulness with respect to meetings that they
are likely to prepare for and find that email recency, the amount of
email content, calendar-email content match and calendar-email
people match all have significant positive effects on usefulness.
We compare a recommender based on a static linear combination
of the four categories of factors and a recommender based on a
dynamically online updated linear model and find that online updat-
ing significantly increases (2x) positive engagement and hence the
utility. We did not see improvement when online learning a more
complex Factorization Machine model in this cold-start scenario in
terms of both accuracy and engagement. Unlike email search, we
did not find significant improvement by further sorting emails by
their recency when displaying the recommendations after ranking
based on the static linear model which suggests that recency can
be captured well by treating it similar to other factors in email
recommendation. More generally, CAPERS demonstrates the rich
possibility of incorporating contextual recommendation directly
into productivity workflows and illustrates the potential for explor-
ing other scenarios where contextual intelligence directly assists
with information access.
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